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‘1’he first step in examining possible Iifc on l[uropa is ai{missioll to determine whether
a liquid water ocean exists under the smooth ice surface. An orbiicr missio]~ would provide
three ki]~ds of evidence concerning such at~ ocean:
radar sounding data measuri]l~ the thickness of the ice over liquid water;
precise measurement of the gravity field of IIuropa to see how much the shape of
Europa changes with time;
direct measurement of changes i] t tl \c shape of Europa using precise orbit
determination and laser a]timctt,y.
A number of requirements on the mission m-bit follow from the r~ature of the above
data measurements. In order to obtain c]ear radar soundinS clata without excessive power
requirements, the periapse of the spacecraft orbit at 1 {uropa should be less than 200 km.
AISCJ the orbit must allow us to measure the gravity field and radius at tlm sub-] ovian point
near both apsides to measure the change at that point (alternatively or additionally, the
change could be measured at the anti-Jovial~ point).
Another mission requirement is interl~ally clerived from the need to maximize data
return. ‘1’his requirement is that the operations phase of the mission occuT as close to Earth
as reasonably possible, i.e. within two mmittls c)f Jupiter opposition.
Mission
Overview
.—.
— .-——
‘1’he simplest mission would begin with a dirc~ct transfer to Jupitel with an arrival
tangent to Europa’s orbit so that the spacecraft would insert directly into an orbit around
]iul opa. ‘1’his however requires an orbit i]ls[vtion maneuver of almost 5500 nl/s, far
exceeding reasonable spacecraft capability. Fortunately there are a number of ways to
change the trajectory and reduce the requiwc] AV.
( )ur baseline mission begins with a direct transfer to Jupiter to ~,el there as quickly as
reasonal)ly possible. At arrival, an inco~nill~ C;anymede flyby is used to reduce the
spacecraft energy as much as possible. ‘1’hr trajectory after the flyby is aimed as close to
Jupiter as possible to minimize the AV needed for capture at Jul)itcr. A Jupiter C)rbit
lnscrticm burn (JOI) is performed to put the spacecraft into an 200 day o] bit and a l’erijove
Raise maneuver (1’JR) is done at the apoapsc of that orbit. I’he next perijove of this capture
ellipse commences a tour of the outer Galilmn satellites which ballistically (i.e., with no
dctcrn~illistic AV) reduces the energy of tllc spacecraft orbit u]ltil the spacecraft orbit is
entirely inside Ganymede’s orbit. “1’hen reversed AV-Europa-gravity-assists are used to
further reduce the energy of the spacecraft orbit with minimal AV costs, When the spacecraft
orbit is down to a 6:5 resonance with Europa’s orbit, the spacecraft targets for a polar f] yby
and performs a I;uropa Orbit Insertion bur[~ (1;,01) to end up in a polar circular orbit around
l{uropa at an altitude of 100 km. The s]~acecraft stays in t}~is orbit for OIIC month to do

radar sounditlg, gravity field determination, and laser altimeh y and then the mission ends.
This baseline trajectory naturally falls into several phases: Earth/Jupiter transfer,
J upitcr capt m-e, tour, Ilumpa orbit insertion, ancl liuropa operations. ‘1’hese phases arc
described separately in more detail below along with options to the baseline for selected
phases.
I’base
.lk]rth/&tcr
.—
-—-. Transfer
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l’ypr 1 direct t~ansfers take about two and one-half yews from Earth to Jupiter and
by the geometry of the transfer an opposition occlus 3.6 years after launch, allowi]ig one year
for the tour before operations begins. IJirect transfers were examined for the years 1999
throug]] 2006 (opportunities occur every 13 montls) where the launch period was 15 days
and the arrival was restricted to occur no later than one yea~ before the opposition 3.6 years
af tcr launch. In every year after the first the perfol mancc requirements are minimi zcd for
launch and ]mst-launch AV if a broken-plane ma~~euvcr is performed on the way to Jupiter.
‘1’he results are summarimcl in the following table, w}wrc the value in each column is the
cxt rcme over the launch period:

Direct Earth/Jupiter Transfer Characteristics
opportunity
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2006

I ,aunch
open
Jul 1
Aug 2
Scp 4
OCt 4
Nov 4
I )ec 4
Jan 5

C3
(kn,2/s2)
81.76
83.00
83.72
82.53
81.32
79.83
77.74

I)I,A
(C%recs)
8.1
24.1
31.1
30.1
24.0
13.1
--13.6

(r~~s)
0
240
411
450
360
170
44

V-infinity
(kn~/s)
5.651
5.739
5.519
5.607
5.719
5.802
6.099

11A]’
(degrees)
-5.2
--6.6
--4.5
1.9
4.0
5.3
6.6

in order to compare these transfers, delivered wet mass in Jupiter orbit serves as a
performance index which reflects the different launch energies and post-launch AVS required.
In order to calculate this wc allocate an additional 100 m/s for trajectory correction
maneuvers etl route to Jupiter and assume an Isp of 325 s with an addition equal to 10’% of
p]opcllant mass needed for increases in the propulsion subsystem dry mass (so the dclivmcd
wet mass is without the additional tankage, etc., needed for additional AV through Ju])iter
Orbit lnserlion (JOI) even though this additional mass is actually delivered as well). ‘1’he
results are ~i vcn in the figure for two intermediate expendable launch vehicles.
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Delivered wet mass in Jupiter orbit .
1S day launch period, 2-1/2 year flight limo (max)
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Notos:
1 ) Significantly nloro dcrlivorod mass san bo achlevocl using an
Atlas IIAR (first launch 1998, expecled to bcr sold out thtough
2001 soon);
2) Noticeable mass gains possible In middle years by shc~rloning
launch period or Iengttmnlng flight time;
3) Delta Ill first launch 1998.
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As an alternative to direct transfers, gravity assist trajectories can be used to increase
the mass delivered to Jupiter. l:or example, an Ilarth gravity assist is a viable method for
improving delivery mass capability. This type of transfer takes four and one-half years
(because of the two year Earth-return loop added at the beginning of t}w transfer), so total
mission time is significantly longer than for direct transfers, but the delivered wc!t mass into
Jupiter orbit increases to well over 1000 kg for t}le above launch vehicles. Another example
of a gravity assist trajectory could be a multiple Venus gravity assist trajectory taking five or
six years. A very different alternative would be to use large solar arrays to power a solar
electric propulsion ~nodu]e which would be jet tisoned befor-c J()].
mi,&CaPture Phase
Given the objective of being captured with a perijovc at Ganyme&s orbit, the
optimal two-body maneuver sequence is to go as deep into Jupiter’s gravity well as possible,
capture into the largest possible ellipse, ancl raise pe~ ijove at apojove of tlw capture ellipse.
in the presence of solar perturbations, however, Galileo mission design experience was that
the total AV rcqui! cd tended to level off between 150 and 250 days. We have selected an
initial capture ellipse period of 200 days to balance between the need to minimize AV and
complete the tour by Jupiter opposition; this ellipse period leaves us close to the minimum
AV.
Conic analyses gave AV requirements for JOl burns done without flybys, with a
Ganymede flyby, and with an Io flyby, all for JOI done at 1.02 RJ (Jupiter radii) and with

,

sat e]litc flyby all it udes of 500 km. ‘1 ‘he two satc]lit e flybys came m] t wit] I the same AV,
Ganymcde being a couple of meters ~wr scconcl bet [m, and they were about 75 m/s better
than no flyby. “1’hc total for J()] and l’JR thcv~ is about 750 m/s IJIUS small Cravity losses at
101.
111 [he real world two additional considerations will cause the actual Capture Phase
AV to bc higher: the incoming arrival is some degrees out of the plane of the (;alilcan satellitr
orbits and the solar perturbations ctu[i]lg the initial capture ellipse will increase the I’JK
maneuver needed (by perhaps more than 50 m/s). The inclination of the incoming trajectory
ca~ I probald y be removed by the first flybys, before JC)I and at the beginning of the tour.
l’our Phase
——.——Wc conti~~ue to search for satc]lite touls which satisfy our n~issiol~ constraints. One
tour has been found which mquirecl no mal wuvcrs tc] reduce the spacccraf t orbit below
~;anynmde’s orbit usinS 13 flybys of (;anymcde, Callisto, and IIuropa, thus saving about 60[1
m/s over a scric’s of Av-]luropa gravity assist orbits (and kilo~~~cters/scc<~l\d over a direct
renctczvcms). Unfortunately it takes about two months longer than available before
opposition. We be] icvc t]lat it should be possible to recluce the tour duration by anot}wr
month to meet the operations constraint.
Galileo mission design expcricmce is that each flyby requires about 10 m/s for
trajectory correction and navigation. Additionally, a AV-l{uropa gravity assist tour done
with col~ic orbits for a prc.vicms study showed that about 300 m/s is rwcxlcd to complete the
tour WINXI the spacecraft orbit is il~side Ganymcde’s orbit, where completion is defined as
achievement of a 6:5 resonance with lluropa’s orbit.
1 lul’qm_Orbit
insert ion Phase
—
. ——
}kom a jovicentric spacecraft orbit in 6:5 resonance with I{uropa’s orbit, the
spacecraft v-infinity coming in tan~cilt to l~,llropa’s orbit is about 77(I m/s. With this
hyperbolic incoming velocity, capture into a circular orbit at 100 km altitude requires 720
m/s plus some gravity loss.
l’hc tremendous third-bed y cffwts oi Jupiter can be significant in the IIuropa orbit
insertion. We have fou~ld that it is possible to start from an altitude of 100 km in an ellipse
around Europa with 0.9 eccentricity and with no maneuver escape into a jovicentric orbit in
6:5 resonance with I iuropa’s orbit. “1’hLM if we were extremely fortunate i]) our geometry at
the end of the q’our 1’base we could save as ]i~uch as 200 m/s in the orbit insertion due to
Jupiter effects.
1 luropa Opmat
ions Phase
——
——-——.
The operational orbit at lluro])a }~as lwcn chosen to lw circular at ‘100 km altitude,
botl~ to maximize science return a~ld lwcausc it is necessary fo] the orbit to be stable. It is
polar to maximi~,e mapping coverage for ilw radar. }km navigation purposes we need this
orbit to be at least 20 degrees from being eitllm edge on or face cm to Harth, We also need it
to be aligned within 30 degrees of the line of apsides of IIuropa’s orbit. Since we have a fout
month period around opposition fo~ our onc month of operatior~s tc) occur in and the line of
apsidcs preccsses by about 18 dcgt cm per n mnth, it should be possible to meet all these
constraints in ally launch year.
‘1 ‘he spacecraft will experic]~c~’ eclipses and OCCL]l tat ions each o~ bit ~anging from very
short (if it is nearly 20 degrees from face on) to about 46 minutes (at 20 degrees from ecigc
cm). ~“he orbit ~wriod itself is about 126 minutes. Also there will be a~~ eclipse/occultation
by )upiter lasting 3 hours on every Iiuropa orbit, i.e., every 3.55 clays. It is possible that tlmw
eclipses could string together to make a maximum total eclipse of about 5 hours unless t}~e
operations orbit is synchronized wi tll I{uropa’s orbit,

IJallback
—.
—.. IUyby Mission
1 f it should prove inqwssitde to deliver the required mass to liuropa for the mission
described almve, one possible fallback mission would be to do a series of very close flybys of
I;uropa and do radar sounding only, not unlike the Cassini mission radar mapping of l’itan.
All example tour has been designed which gave almut 30 flybys of IIUI opa with only
navigation AV needed, but the flyby altitudes were not constrainc’d to be below 200 km.
lklr[hm work is being carried out in this legard. Onc expected result is that flybys will be
restrickd to be either near the equator or near two particular longitude meridians.
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